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Of IN lOll 

This decision addre$ses Southern California Gas Company's 
(SoCal) request for approval of two contracts, one with San Diego 
Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E) and one with Southern, California 
Edison Company (SCE). Both contracts are for a range of gas 
services from SOCal. 

SoCal originally app1iea for contract approval by filing 
advice letters. On M4Y 10, 1989, we issued an order instituting an 
investiqation and suspension of Adv1ce Letter 1864 and Ad.vice 
Letter 1872 which requested. approval of the contracts-. We 
initiated. this inves-tiqation' because of the, XYl4ny protests- to- the 
adv'ice letters we received.. Generally, the protests. commented thllt 
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the contracts prejudiced our resolution of issues in R.S8-0S-018 
and raised equity iS8ues. 

Eight days of hearings were held in this proceeding_ The 
case was submitted on August 23, 1989. The parties supporting the 
contracts were SoCal, SCE, SOG&E, and the City of San Oie90. The 
parties opposing the contracts included the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA), Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN), 
California Cogeneration Council (CCC), California Industrial Group 
and the California League of Food Processors (CIG), C0generators of 
Southern California (CSC), and Trigen Resources Corporation 
(Trigen). 

This decision rejects the contracts as filed,. but sets 
forth conditions upon which we would approve them. A number of 
provisions o·f the aqreements SOCal negotiated violate previously 
articulated Cornmis3ion policies or are incons..istent with sections 
of the Public Utility Code. This decision provides quid4nce to the 
gas utilities regarding modifications to, these aqreements and also 
general guidance on long-term contracts for which they may seek 
approval in the future. 

In so deciding, we recognize and reconcile the tension 
between the short-term reliability needB of California and our 
long-term goals. These goals include continuation and expansion of 
the unbundling of gas services, and the development of· a firm 
capacity allocation that is 'coordinated' anci' consistent with 
policies of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

x. l:he C,9ntrpct, 

A. Contract with SOG&~ 
SoCal's contract with SOG&E provides for all of SOG&E's 

gas service needs ,. including long-term price and service 
commitments for transportation and stor49e- of SOG~E-owned 94S, 94S 
sales to SO'G&E by SoCal,' and firm interstate cap4city rights.. The 
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initial term is five years~ At the end of the second contract year 
and each anniversary thereafter, the contract would be 

automat.ically extended for an add.it.ionAl one-yeAr per10d unless 
either party notifies the other of contract cancellation • 
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Specific elements of the contract include: 
o ~and Ch~;geB. The demand charge during 

the first year of the contract will be 
$5-.4 million per month. In subsequent 
years, the demand chargoe will be adjusted 
based on the percent change in SoCA1'8 
total non-goas costs as authorized :by the 
Commission. 

o tranQmi8sjQn Charg~. The transmission 
volumetric rate durinq the first year will 
be $0.10 per million British thermal units 
(MM/Stu). In su:bsequent years, the 
transmission rate will escalate in the same 
manner as the demand chargoe. 

o Mlnimurn Ch4hS~. A minimum charge will be 
imposed quarterly basec on the number of 
days in the quarter times 270 million cubic 
feet per day (MMcfd) times the transmission 
charge, plus the demand charge. This 
equates to a ninety percent "take-or-pay" 
on the transmission chargoew 

o Intr".state Priority. The priority for 'OEG 
volumes up to 12S MMcfd will ~ P-3 • 

o lnterslote CQPa~. Firm interstate 
capacity is provided for up to 300 MMcfd 
(225- MMcfd on El Paso and 7$ MMcfd on 
Transwestern). This provision is subjeet 
to FERC approval of a compati:ble capacity 
program. Prior to this approval, a 
"buy/resale'" arran9'ement will be 
implemented .. 

o S,ltoxage.. The contract prov.ides 12.7 
:billion cubic feet (Bef) o·f storagoe. 
Additional storage volumes are available at 
the prices contained in the G-STOR tariff 
except for the reservation fee. 

o POrtf21io Switching J§n. The contract 
provides a waiver of the portfolio 
switching ban now in effect~ 
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B. ~o.ntraet with SCI 
The contract with SCE provides all of SCE's gas service 

need3, includinq long-term prieing and serviee commitments for 
transportation, storage, and distribution of SCE-owned 9as, retail 
gas sales to seE by SoCal, and firm interstate eapaeity rights. 
The initial term is five years. At the end of the fourth contraet 
year and eaeh anniversary year thereafter, the contract is 
autom4tically extended for an additional one-year period unless 
either party notifies the other of contraet caneellation. 

Specifie provisions of the contract include: 
o P9mMcl Charges. The demand charge during 

the first year of the contract will be 
$4.7S million per month. In subsequent 
years, the demand charge will be 
established by the Commission in SoCal'8 
annual cost allocation proeeeding (ACAP). 

o Variable ChargeQ. The Tier I rate during 
the first year will be $0.24 MMBtu, and the 
Tier II rate will be $O.lS MMBtu. The Tier 
I rate may be revised in conjunction with 
the 0.5· cent per therm discount from the 
1989 ACAP' average rate provided for in the 
eontract. In subsequent years, both 
variable rates will be adjusted based on 
chan;es in SoCal's authorized margin. 

o HinimNmtCha~. A minimum charge will be 
imposed quarterly based on the number of 
days in the quarter times ninety percent of 
the Tier I volumes times Tier I variable 
charge, plus the demand eharge. 

o Xntr9BSote Pri9~. The priority for the 
Tier I volumes of 300 MMcfd in the summer 
and 200 MMcfd in the winter will be P-3. 
Tier II volumes will be P-S. 

o Interstate Capa~. Firm interstate 
capacity is provided for Tier I volumes. 
Seventy percent of the volumes are on the 
El Paso· system and thirty percent are on 
the Transwestern system. 

o Storag~. The contract provides 4 Bef of 
storage, wi'th SCE paying the in-kind 
injection charge and the operating and 
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o 

maintenance injection charge specified in 
the G-STOR tariff. 

Eortfgl10 Sw1tch1n~ Bon.. The contract 
provides a waiver of the portfolio 
switching ban now in effect. 

II. I'fues 

These contracts are the first under our new regulatory 
framework to be entered into by a gas utility and major customers 
for the provision of the full range of gas services. Those 
services include gas transportation, firm pipeline capacity, and 
storage~ Two rates are included in the contract: one is a 
volumetric rate, the other is a flat demand charge. The rates are 
"bundled, If· that is, neither rate is aseociated: with a specific 
service, such as storage or transportation. 

The contracts- also commit SDG&E and SCE to a revenue 
requirement by providing for minimum charges and take-or-pay 
volumes. These contract elements appear to- be the quid pro- quo for 
significant discounts from tariffed rates and guaranteed storage 
and pipeline capacity. 

The contracts result in significant revenue shortfalls 
(losses) to Soeal, at least in the short term. SoCal proposes to. 
recover these lost revenues from its other customers. 

In general, the utilities--SoCal, SCE, and SDG&E--assert 
that the contracts benefit SoCal ratepayers over the contract term 
by reducing- the risk of bypass or fuel switching by SeE and SOG&E. 
The utilities also believe the ~ontra~ts benefit the customers of 
SCE and SDG&E by prov1ding redu~ed rat~s And fe~urity of supply .. 
The utilities believe the Comm1ssion should consider the contracts 
in light of the utility obligations- of SOG&E and SCE. 

Parties opposing- the contracts believe that the contracts 
disadvantaqe competitors for pipeline and storage capacity, thAt 
they are unnecessarily costly and risky to SoCal ratepayers,_ and . 
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that they conflict with Public Utilities (PU) Code sections which 
address gas rates and service to cogenerators. 

To determine whether the contracts are reasonable we need 
to determine the costs and benefits of the contract8, and balance 
those costs against the benefits. Specific issues are addressed in 
this dec.i.sion: 

1. Is approval of the contracts consistent 
with Commission policy regarding long-term 
contracts? 

2. Do the contracts benefit SCE and SDG&E 
ratepayers? 

3. Are the contracts consistent with PU Code S 
739.6 regarding cost allocations? 

4. Do, the contracts provide an unreasonable 
advantage to SCE and SOG&E over other 
noncore customers? 

5·. Are the contracts fair and reasonabl<e to 
SoCal ratepayers? 

6. Are the contracts. consistent with state law 
and Commission policy regarding 
cogenerators? 

A. Is Approval of the Contracts Consistent with Commi8s1on 
Poli~y Regarding Long-term Contracts for Gas Seryices? 

SoCal argues that the contracts are fully consistent with 
past Commission decisions. and policies. It cites Decision (0., 
85-12-009, in which we found that long-term contracts would permit 
the utilit.i.es to· neqotiate service packages tailored to the needs 
of individual customers and thereby reduce utility and ratepayer 
riSK. The primary objective of long-term contracts would ~ to. 
reduce the riSK of fuel switching and bypass by customers who might 
otherwise provide margin contributions. 

ORA and TURN do not believe the contracts are consistent 
with current Commission policy which has 8"\'olved since the issU4nce 
of 0 .. 86-12-009. Spec1f1cally, ORA argues that 0·.86-12-009' is 
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outdated because the gas utilities no longer have excess capacity 
and the Commission has issued several orders providing a regulatory 
framework for storaqe banking and interruptible capacity on 
interstate pipelines. The Commission anticipates development of 
market-based allocation for pipeline capacity, as set forth in 
D~88-12-009 .. 

TORN also points out that the Commission's regulatory 
program has changed since' 0.86-12-009, in which the Commission 
expressed the desirability of long-term contracts. At that time, 
the Commission expected many, if not most~ noncore customers would 
negotiate discounts because the default rate (i.e., the tariffed 
transportation rate) was high. Since that time, the Commission, in 
D.87-03-044, lowered noncore default rates to embedded costs. 
Accordingly, negotiated contracts are not the norm the Commission 
once expected they would be, and, TURN argues,. the Commission 
should reconsider its view of long-term contracts. 

Discussion. The purpose of discounted lonq-term 
contracts, as put forth in 0.86-12-009, continues to be of primary 
importance to us. That purpose is *to encourage the utilities t~ 
attract incremental load which might otherwise be lost .. - We agree 
with TORN and ORA that circumstances have changed since the 
issuance of 0.86-12-009. We have approved chanqes in rate design,' 
developed a pilot storage banking program, and stAted our intention 
to establish a capacity allocation program.. These regulAtory 
changes improve the position of noncore and wholesale customers, 
including SOG&E and SeE. They also, reduce the impetus for bypass. 

Notwithstanding the regulatory changes which have taken 
place since 1986, long-term contrdcts with discount-ad rates mtJ.y 
still be a reasona~le mechanism for preventing uneconomic bypass or 
fuel 8witchingp We will therefore consider whether the contraets 
are necessary on that basis • 
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B. ~ the Contracts Benefit 
SpG&E and seE Ratepayere? 

AL'r-COM-SWH 

The utilitie~ and the City of San Diego ~lieve that the 
contracts provide significant benefits to, ratepaye~. of seE and 
SOG&E which should be considered. These benefits include lower 
rates, price stability, and supply security~ Accordinq to SDG&E, 
the benefits to its ratepayers offset any costs to, SoCal's 
ratepayers. SDG&E also comments that the contract allows it to 
become a major new buyer in the Southwest, which will enhance 
market competition and benefit all of California's ratepayers. 

SCE believes it must reduce its reliance on the spot 
market and interruptible transportation because of an expected 
supply shortage. SCE states that the contract terms permit it to 
do that, with substantial benefits for its customers. 

The parties ~id not challenge the utilities' assertions 
that the contracts would provide benefits to the ratepayers of 
SDG&E and SCE. 

Discussion. Generally, it appears that SCE and SDG&E 
ratepayers benefit substantially from the contracts, at least 
during the first years, no~ only as a result of reduced prices but 
also because of increased supply security, and access to storage 
and pipel.i.ne capacity~ The evidence offered in this proceedinq 
does not permit a determination of whether the risks of the take
or-pay requirements. in the contracts before us are offset by more 
stable gas supply serv.i.ees. 
C.. Are the Contracts Consistent with PO' Code 

S 73.9.6...Regardinq..Cost Allocn'!Cions? 

SOCal believes that its proposal to allocate to its 
customers revenue shortfalls associated with the contrActs is, fully 
consistent with Public Utilities Code S 739'.6- (eMoctecl l;)y S3 98:7). 
That section prohibits changes in cost allOCAtion methodology ~~til 
1991 if those changes would harm residential customers.. The ,," 

. .' 
contracts, accordinq to SoCc!ll, are d'esigned:' to maximize long-run 
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~evenues from SOG&E And SCE and the~eby protect ~es1dent1al 
~atepayers. SOCal also states that 0.87-05-046 permitted 
allocation of contract shortfalls t~ other ratepaye~ ••. SoCal 
argues that the issue in this p~oceeding is not whether the 
Commission should approve any long-term service agreements, but 
whether the particular terms and conditions of these two service 
contracts should be approved. 

SOG&E argues that S 739.6 is not violated by the 
contracts because the intent of SB 987 was primarily to protect low 
income customers from the effects of baseline rate design. Even if 
the Commission's interpretation of the bill isb~oader than this, 
SOG&E believes that long-term contracts were clea~ly part of the 
cost allocation methodology adopted by the Commission in 
0.86-12-009.. In any EWErnt,. the contract addresses an inequity 
between core customers by placing SOG&E customers on a more equal 
footing with those of SOCal. Section 739.6, allows the Commission 
to redress such inequities. 

TURN believes that allocating revenue shortfalls to 
ratepayers would change the existing cost al~ocation method.olc9'Y in 
violation of S 739.6. Revenue sho~tfalls, estimated to total ttbout 
$31 million for both contracts, would be recovered from core 
~atepaye~s.. TURN points out that, cont~ary to SoCal's assumption; 
0.87-05-046 permitted recovery of contract Shortfalls only for 
those long-term contracts already in existence and were treated as 
"transi tion costs .. II' Clearly, according to TORN, the Commission did 

not intend that future contracts would be similarly treAted. 
Nor, according to 'l'URN, did the Commission in 0.86-12-009 

set forth specific treatment of long-~erm contracts which would 
have later been endorsed by S 739 .. 6. 

Discussion. 0 .. 8:6-12-009 anticipated that long-term. 
contracts may be 'necessary to retAin and 1ncreas~ load~ 'l'hat 
decision did not allocate 8peci~ic contrac~ costs to" specific 
cus~omers' because no such contracts· then existed .. , It· did, however, 
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assume that associated revenue shortfalls may need to be recovered 
from other customers. 0.86·-12-009 states that utility sh4reh~lders 
are liable, in reasonableness reviews, for revenue shortfalls from 
long-term contracts if the utility does not maximize contract 
revenue based on material information that was or should have been 
known at the time the long-term contract was signed~ 0.86-12-009 
expressly prohibits reallocating revenue shortfall., aSSOCiated with 
short-term contracts.. Ae SOCal pointe out, these two statements 
together imply that we will consider allocating long-term contract 
revenue shortfalls to other customer groups. Therefore, we would 
not violate S 739.6 by allocating long-term c~ntract shortfalls to 
other SOCal customers. 

In addition, S 739.6 permits the Commission to change its 
cost allocation me~hodology under certain circumstances. section, 
739.6 states that the Commission shall retain the cost allocation 
methodology adopted .in D.8:6-12-009 and 0.86-12-010 until 
December 31, 1990, except that: 

"·the Commission may mOdify ~his cost allocation 
methodology to address. customer hardships. and 
inequities if residential customers as a class 
are not, on balance, adversely affected and the 
purpose of the modification is not solely 
protection of gas corporation revenues.~ 

SOCal is correct that S 73,9.6· would not necessarily l:>e 
violated simply because a longwterm contract resulted in a revenue 
shortfall. In the context o,f the contracts which are before us-, we 
interpret this section to permit us to, reallocate costs to 
residential gas ratepayers if the eontracts would protect them from 
significant rate increases which would otherwise occur due to 
uneconomic bypass or fuel switching. 

We must therefore determine whether the contracts will 
prevent either a loss of significant contribution or address an 
inequity sufferec1' 1:>y residential customers.. we note that the 
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allocation of any revenue shortfalls resulting from approval of the 
contracts would ultimately be determ1ned in SoCA1's ACAP. 

We do not agree with SOG&E that S 739'.6 is desiqned. 
exclusively to protect low-income customers from ,the effects of 
baseline rate design. The lanquag8 in that section cleArly 
prohibits us from changing our cost allocation methodology, with 
very limited exceptions, until 1991. That section does not limit 
its application solely to' those situations where baseline rates may 
affect low income customers. 
D. Do- the Contracts Provide an Unreasonable Advantage 

to SOG'E and' SCE ov~r other Non£ore Customers? 

Many parties, includinq ORA, TORN, esc, ecc, Triqen, and 
CIG, believe the contracts compromise the Commission's efforts to, 
adopt a comprehensive program for capacity allocation, although 
none objected to the use of long-term' contracts in general. esc 
and' CIG point out that the Commission has repeatedly expressed its 
preference for a market-based priority charge, established by 
bidding. The contraets remove SoCal's largest gas loads. from any 
market-driven program and thereby circumvent a Commission program. 

ORA, Trigen, TORN, CIG, and esc agree that the SoCal 
contracts provide unwarranted preferential arrangements. for SOG&E 
and SCE which will prejudice other noncore customers seeking gas 
services. Trigen points out that the contracts offer two of 
SoCal'8 800 noncore customers 20 to 25· percent of SoCal's total 
interstate pipeline capaeity rights. SoCal'a pending negotiations 
with other Southern California utilities would result in the 
allocation of almost 80 percent of SoCal's capacity prior to the 
development of a Commission program or an opport~nity for other 
noncore customers to participate in the allocation process. 

Similarly, according to. esc, the contracts circumvent the 
Commission's storage banking program by granting SOG&E and SCE 
long-term storag~ rights, which are not available to other eustomers 
uncler the existing pil~t program· • 
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ORA also objects to the contracts because they appear to 
commit SoCal to construction of new capacity. ORA notes socal's 
testimony that, if a large number of noncore customer seek lonq
term. contracts, new capacity may be required.. ORA objects to 
contracts which commit SoCal to long-term capacity prior to the 
development of a capacity allocation program. 

Finally, ORA believes other noncore customers will be 
harmed by the contracts because significant risk to SOCAl is 
reduced, thereby providing SoCal with Additional leverage in its 
negotiations with noncore customers who negotiate for services in 
the future. 

SoCal does not believe the contracts provide an unfair 
advantage to SCE and SOG&E over other noncore customers. Other 
noncore customers may negotiate similar contracts for packages ot 
gas services at a later time.. SoCal chose to negotiate first with 
SCE and SOG&E because they are its two largest noncore customerG 
and because both are utilities with public service obligations • 

SCE asserts that approval of the contracts will not 
prejudice the outcome of the capacity allocation proceedings, and 
the Commission's decision to review the contracts in advance of 
hearings in R.88-0S-019 is appropriate. 

SOG&E argues that its contract with SoCal reflects its 
unique pOSition as a local distribution company with special 
responsibility to serve its customers,. a responsibility which 
retail customers do not have. It cites 0.86-l2-009, in which we 
found that It· (w) holesale customers are unique because their customer 
class has both core and non-core elements, and due to the faet that 
they impose fewer costs on the primary utility than ao retail 
customers. It· The contract with SoCal allows SOG&E to- fulfill .its 
utility responsibility by eliminating the inferior quAlity of 
serviee provided SOG&E compared: with SoCAl and" Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company (PG&E). seE makes similar points regarding its 
obligations. as a public utility • 
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Discussion, Althouqh approval of the contracts may 
favor two SOCal noncore customers over others, the contracts may be 
reasonable if SDG&E and SCE have a utility obligation which 
distinguishes them from other noncore customers. and competitors. 
Clearly, both SOG&E and SCE have such a utility obligation. With 
respect to SOG&E, it has long been the wish o·f this Commission to 
see an agreement with SoCal that would afford SOG'! access to firm 
capacity and storage service in order to allow SDG&E to meet its 
own independent utility obligations, especially to the core. 

Despite the Commission's intentions with respect to long
term contracts for SCE and SOG&E, we are concerned that our 
approval of the contracts before us could prejudge the 
implementation of our capacity allocation program. While we 
conclude that these contracts do not provide an unreasonable 
advantage to SCE and SOG&E over other noncore customers, we will 
require certain changes to promote equal aceess to· long term 
capacity assignment rights. 

Specifieally, we will require that all of the firm 
capacity allocated under these eontracts. be· subject to· reeall :by 
subsequent deCision of the Commission. 'rhis. provision will eM.ble 
the Commission to- ensure that long term contracts do not tie up all 
the available firm capacity rights 80· as to preclude an effective; 
non-discriminatory capacity brokerinq program, which we are 
proceeding to develop in R.8S-08-01S .. 

We have similar concerns about the impact of these 
contracts on our permanent storage program, whieh we intend to 
develop in plaee of the current pilot program. We will require 
that the contracts provide for termination, upon CommiSSion order, 
of SCE"s and SDG&E's rights to inject gas •. 

E. Are the' Contracts Pair and 
Reasonable to SoC4l Ratepaxers? 
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We next need to consider whether the contracts are fair 
to SOCal ratepayers, and whether those contracts are needed to 
prevent uneconomic ~ypass or fuel-switchin9~ 

SOCal estimates a revenue shortfall from the contracts of 
a~out $23.2 million for the SOG&E contract and o.\l:>out $8.1 million 
for the SCE contract~ ORA estimates the shortfall to be about $7~4 
million for the SOG'E contract and $6.0 million for the see 
contract. ORA's estimate differs from SoCal's because of differing 
assumptions reqardinq revenue requirement. 

SoCal ~elieves the rates in the contracts are re4sona~le. 
Except in the first year, SCE's demand charge will be established 
by the Commission in SOCal's ACAPs. SDG&E's analysis of the 
difference between revenues at SOG&E's contract rate and at default 
rates over the next five years shows that SDG&E'·s discount will 
only be a few pereentb~low default revenues, espeCially in 1991 
and after. 

SOCal argues that rate discounts are necessary because 
SCE and SOG&E have viable alternatives to SoCal's gas services, 
among them, service to SCE by the City o·f Long Beach, the 
construction of a pipeline by SCOPP, and the construction of a 
pipeline from the Colorado River by SOG'E. The take-or-pay 
obligations further a8sure that fuel .. switching or bypass will not. 
become an eeonomic alternative for either SOG'E or SCE. 

CIG objects to the reallocation of these costs to other 
ratepayers and believes the eontracts eliminate risk to 5oC41, risk 
which the Commission has determined is appropriate. Onder current 
Commission policy, according to CIG, SoCal is at risk for revenue 
shortfalls resulting from discounts to the default rate which occur 
between ACAPs. CIG states SOCal has not offered such discounts to 
SCE or SOG&E prior to this time. The ,contracts, however, provide 
significant diseounts to' the default rate and add service 
improvements by way of firm interstate capaeity, improved priority, 
storage capacity, most favored nation elause~, and'a waiver of the 
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portfolio switching ban. CIG believes that because the contracts 
have terms of five years or more, SoCal seeks to escape 
responsibility for these discounts by shifting the risk to other 
customers. CIG asserts that SoCa!'s interpretation of 0.86-l2-009, 
that SoCal is insulated from the negative effects of a negotiated 
discount because the discount is part of a long-term contract, is 
fundamentally inconsistent with the Commission's adopted regulatory 
structure. 

CIG believes that SoCal should not be shielded from risk 
unde:t' long-term contr4cts, just as it is not shielded from risk 
during the short-term for rate discounts to large customers. CIG 
believes exceptions to this rule may be reasonable if,. for example, 
long-term discounts were required to maintain or expand l04d. In 
this case, CIG believes Soeal h4s not demonstrated risk of bypass 
or fuel .. switch.ing. In l.iqht of this, 4nd because SoCal has not 
needed to discount the def4ult rate previously, CIG argues the 
passthrough of the revenue shortfall to other customers eannot be 
justified.. . 

TURN shares the coneern that if SoCal is able to pass 
along the revenue shortfall from discounting, it will have no 
incentive to minimize the discounts. On the other hand, SoC4l has 
shielded shareholder risk by trading off the discounts absorbed by 
ratepayers for a 90 percent transport-or-pay condition. TORN 
sU9'gests the Commission direet Soeal to enter into long-tem core 
transmission service agreements with .its wholesale eustomers for 
their core loads in recognition of the need for stable core gas 
supplies. 

ORA makes similar 4rquments and believes the contracts 
violate Commission orders prohi~iting core election when the core 
portfolio is priced lower than the noncore portfolio~ The 
prohi~1tion W4S e8ta~li8hed t~ preclude A situation where increased 
g4s purchases to serve a larger core group incre4s0 the COre 
portfo·lio rate • 
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ORA also believes that SOG&E entered into the contracts 
as a way to circumvent the Commission's decisions in SoCal's ACAP. 
It notes SOG&E testimony stating that the cost allocation 
methodoloqy applied to SOG&E in the SOCal ACAP resulted in costs 
which were higher than SOG&E felt they should have been. 

Discussion. The contracts provide to SOCal significant 
revenue stability aSSOCiated with the taxe-or-pay provisions and 
demand charges. For these commitments, SDG&E and SeE are assured 
access to firm interstate capacity, improved access to storage 
banking and discounts from default tariffs.. The utilities state 
the contracts benefit SoCal ratepayers bymitiqating against 
bypass, by providing revenue stability, and by committing S~E and 
SCE to pay their fair share of transition costs .. 

A threshold question in this proceeding is whether the 
contract terms are needed to avert uneconomic bypass.. If they are, 
SoCal's ratepayers may benefit from the contracts ~ retaining some 
contribution to rates • 

Neither SoCal, SeE, nor SOG&E have provided any 
convincing analysis to, support the claim that the contracts are 
needed to prevent uneconomic bypass or fuel-switching. Pipeline 
construction may be an option, but the record does not demonstrate 
whether it is an economic option for SCE or SOG&E. SoCal testified 
that SCE burned fuel oil last winter, but we have no, information 
regarding the circumstances which made fuel-switching economic. 
Although SoCal's witness testified that he had' undertaken a bypass 
study, the study was not presented' on the record, and we are 
therefore unsure whether its methods and conclusions are 
reasonable. 

While the Commission is concerned about the potential for 
uneconomic bypass and seeks to avoid it where poSSible" we will 
not approye discounted rates and the resulting cost shift to 'other 
ratepayer classes without, a strong, s,howing... In this case, it is 

,clear that no, conclusive demonstration of the, bypass threat for SCE 
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and SXX;&E exists.. While a number of options mu be availal:>le to 
the utilities, the efficiency of these alternatives has not been 
demonstrated sufficiently to allow us to, approve discounted rates 
for SCE and SDG&E. 

Thus, in this particular case we are not convinced that 
the discounts SoCal negotiated with SDG&E and SeE are in fact 
reasonable., Essentially, SCE And SOG&! are receiving a premium 
service (improved access to storAge and firm capacity) at a 
discounted rate~ 

We Are not, however, willing to reject the premium 
service components of the contrAct. The contracts, without the 
discounts, represent reasonable long-term capacity assignment and 
storage banking services for two important customers with their own 
utility obligations. Our primary concerns with the service 
elements of these long-term contracts--that they might adversely 
affect our final capacity brokerinq proqram--have been addressed by 
the recall conditions we will place on approval of the contrActs • 
(Section II.O above .. ) 

In regard to the waiver of the portfolio switching ban 
for SDG&E and SeE, we have seen no logitimate justification for 
this waiver. We thus reject this portion of the eontracts. 
F. Are the Contracts Consistent with State Law 

and Commission policy Regarding COgeneration Ratee.? 

SoCal asserts that the contracts are consistent with the 
Commission's policies toward cogenerators because SoC4l is willing 
to negotiate special agreements with cogeneration customers under 
similar terms and conditions 4S Edison has obtained. SoCal notes 
that four cogeneration customers have alre4dy signed long-term 
contracts with Soeal. SOG&E makes similar points. 

SCE goes further by asserting that coqenerators are not 
satisfied with rate parity, which SoCal i8 willing to offer by 
negotiating similar terms and conditions 'for similarly situated 
cogeneration c~stomers. Cogenerators,accordinq to SeE, want 
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additional subsidies. SCE believes the Commission's existing 
policy goes beyond the requirements of S 454.4 by basing 
cogenerator rates on the average OEG rate with higher priority than 
UEG customers. SCE comments that the contract's provision 
increas-ing its priority to P-3 will not reduce service levels to 
other customers because So-Cal expects no curtailments for P-l 
through P-4 cUdtomers during the contract period. 

~he cogeneration customers object to the contracts on the 
grounds that they violate SS 454 .. 4 and 454.7 of the PO" Code, which 
provide generally that cogenerators shall have the highest possible 
priority for the purchase of natural gas at rates not higher than 
the established UEG rate.. These provisions were enacted in 
recogn.i.t.i.on of the efficiencies of cogeneration facilities and the 
associated benefits to all Californians. 

According to CSC and CCC, the contracts violate these 
provisions by significantly increasing SCE's P-3 volumes. They are 
also violated, accord"ing to CSC, because the contracts' bundled 
rates· for a range of serv.i.ces are below the current transportation
only rate. CSC contends that SOCal's offer to negotiate 8~lar 
contracts with customers who· are s.i.milarly-situated violates the 
Commission's policy that cogenerators are t~ be·treated equally and 
that they are to receive rates no higher than UEG rates, 
notwithstanding their situation. esc points out that SoC4l's 
witness could identify only one cogeneration customer wh~ might 
qualify for a package similar to SCE's. 

Similarly, CCC argues that SoCal's offer t¢ negotiate 
contracts with cogenerators is unacceptable.. Soeal testified that 
it would not consider offering ratos or service similar to- tho-se in 
the proposed contracts unless cogenerators demons~rated the S4me 
"market conditions'" faced by SeE and' SDG&E. eec believes 
cogeneration 'customers, cannot demonstrate such market conditiOns 
and could therefore not realize rate parity with UEGa as required 
by law • 
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CCC and CSC believe that if the Commission approves the 
contracts, it must also require that SoCal offer the same rates and 
services to cogenerators as are offered to UEGs under the 
contracts·. These concessions must be made, under SS 454.4 and 
454.7, regardless of whether coqenerators enter into contracts 
with $OCal and reqardless of whether they are identically situated 
to SCE and SOG&E. All rates should be unbundled'~ $OCAl should 
also be required to curtail OEG customers ahead of c0generators. 

Triqen proposes the Commission defer contract approval 
until other noncore customers and marketers are given the 
opportunity to enter into· similar contracts .. 

Finally, CSC argues that SOCal cannot, as it proposes, 
fail to include the Edison contract rate in determininq the average 
OEG rate used to calculate the rate to coqenerators. Such failure 
would be a clear violation of S 454.4. 

Discu8sion. With regard to- the effect of these contracts 
on coqenerators there are two issues: rate parity and priority. 
With respect to- rate parity, the elimination of the discounts given 
to SCE and SOG&E obviates the need to address this issue. 

states: 
With reqard to cogenerator priority, section 454.7 

IIIl'he Commission shall, to the extent permitted by federal 
law and consistent with Section 2771, provide 
cogeneration technoloqy projects with the highest 
possible priority for the purchase of natural gas." 

Section 2771 allows the Commission to establish service priorities 
based on its dete~ination of which customers and uses Hprovide the 
most important public benefits and serve the qreatest public need." 

It is clear that the SOCal contracts· intend to· provide 
for a priority level at least equal to the priority level 
established for coqenerators for about 90 percent of SOC&E's load 
and about half of SCE's load. Although SoCal's w1tness testified 
that SOCal does not expect curtailments Above P-S during the 
contract period, it offered no spec.:tf£c analysis or evidence to-
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support that claim. In fact, that view appears inconsistent with 
SoCal's testimony that both pipeline capacity and natural gas may 
be in shorter supply in the future, especially since the contracts 
would add significant additional volumes to the P-3 category. 
Moreover, we wonder why the UEGs must. be assigned a priority level 
higher than cogenerators if SOCal does not expect to· curtail any 
customers above the P-S level. 

We could permit higher priority for OEGa under S 2771, 
but we would first need to find that the OEGa provide more 
important public benefits than coqenerators. We see no compelling 
reason to do so at this time. Without such a finding, the 
contracts as written are inconsistent with S 454.7. 

We do not reject the upgrade of priority for the stated 
volumes to P-3. However, cogenerators must receive a higher 
priority than OEG· customers within their respective service 
territories. The contracts should be modified accordinqly. 

III. CODclueJ.SUU~ 

We have highlighted several concerns regarding the 
contracts as filed ana made several observations about long-term 
contracts more generally. We affirm our view that long-term 
contracts are appropriate under certain' circumstances. They are 
primarily useful where a customer must make a decision regarding 
whether or not to invest in bypass facilities and such facilities 
would clearly result in uneconomic bypass. 

In this proceeding, we are not convinced that SeE or 
SDG&E will undertake uneconomic bypass absent the contracts. 
Unless SOCal can clearly demonstrate the necessity of a long-term 
contract to avoid uneconomic bypass, we will not allocate to other 
SOCal ratepayers revenue shortfalls associated with those 
contracts. W.ithout such proof, and in the' absence of some type of 
risk-sharing met,:hanism, we believe that SoCal may be. inclined to 
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sign long-term contracts with all of its major customers. This 
circumstance would turn our new regulatory program--which was 
aesi9nea to promote competition and more efficient utility 
management--on its head. 

We are also concerned about the effect these long term 
contracts may have on our final pipeline capacity brokering 
program. We are committed to the development of a non
discriminatory and open process for the allocation of pipeline 
capacity, a process which is now under consideration in ROoSa-OS
OlS. We are also aware that the contracts under consideration 
in this proceeding will affect the development and approval by the 
FERC of an interstate pipeline allocation program. 

On the other hand, both SOG&E and' SCE have 
public utility obligations, especially t~ their core customers. 
The availability to them of firm storage and pipeline capacity 
would improve their ability to negotiate long term purchases of 
natural gas, thereby improving the reliability of their respective 
systems. Firm capacity will also give SDG&E and SeE more 
negotiating leveraqe !or short term gas purchases, potentially 
reSUlting in lower priced gas for their ratepayers and a more 
competitive procurement market. 

We see no harm in approving certain elements of the 
contracts if their approval is on an interim basis and subject to 
any conditions which may be imposed by the FERC and our 
determinations in our capacity brokering proceeding_ We would 
therefore be disposed to approve contracts with the safeguards 
described in this, order .. 

To address the our concerns reqardinq SoCal's ratepayers 
and cogeneration customers, the modified contracts should offer no 
discounts from tariffed rates. 

The contracts should also, be modified so that all firm 
#> 

pipeline capacity is made Subject to recall by theCommiss1on, 
effective on Or after November 1" 1990'. Similarly, the right to 
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inject gas into storage should be terminable ~ the Commission, 
effective on or after November 1, 19'90. The recall provision would 
Assure that the contracts do not prejudice our c4~acity allocation 
And storage banking proceedings but would give the parties some 
opportunity over the next year to gain experience with a capacity 
Assignment arrangement, on an interim basis. This prOVision would 
also give the utilities increased system reliability during the 
summer And fall when Air quality concerns are most serious. The 
Commission will give suitable notice to SoCal, SCE and SOG'S of the 
recall action in a formal Commission order. The order Dl4y be 
issued before November 1, depending primarily on our progress in 
R.88-08-018, but the recall prov.i.sion would in Any event not take 
effect before November 1, 1990. 

The modified contracts should Also provide that priority 
for coqenerAtors will continue to be higher than that for OEG 
customers consistent with the requirements of the Code. Finally, 
the waiver of the portfolio switching ban should be eliminated from 
the contracts • 

One unaddressed issue concerns, the level of take-or-pay 
obligations that SCE and SDG&E would incur with contract 
modifications eliminating the rate discounts and adding the recall 
provision for firm capacity and storage injection. The contracts' 
currently have provisions for A 90% take-or-pay obligation on the 
part of SCE and SOG&E~ We exrect this obligAtion to be reduced 
somewhat to account for the modifications that are required in the 
resubmitted contracts, although the. 70' obligation suggested by 
Edison in its comments appears to be too low. We remark, however, 
that the parties should not in their negotiations underestiDl4te the 
value of firm capacity with or without a discount. 

I f these conditions are ae,ceptable to SoCal, SDG&E and 
, ' ; . 

SCE, SOCal should file amended contracts thAt, conform to' today"'s 
deCision, by advice letter within GO days. 
Elndlngs of lac~ 
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1. SoCal has app11ed for approval of long-term gas 
service contracts with SOG&E and SCE. The contracts provide 
discounted rates for a full range of natural gas services, 
including storage, transportation, and firm pipeline capacity. 

2. 0.86-12-009 stated that the uti11t1es may neqot1ate 
long-term contracts to encourage the ut111t1es to attract 
incremental load which might otherwise be lost. 

3. Since the 1ssuance of 0.86-12-009, the Commission 
has reduced default transportation rates, developed a p1lot storage 
banking program, and stated its intention to establish a pipeline 
capac1ty allocation program, all of which tend to reduce the risk 
of uneconomic bypass of the gas utilities', systems. 

4. No party to this proceeding argued that the 
contracts would harm the ratepayers of SeE or SDG&E. 

s.. 0.86·-12-009 stated that utility shareholders may be 
liable in reasonableness reviews for ~evenue shortfalls from lonq
term contracts if the utility does not maximize contract revenue 
based on material information that was or should have been known at 
the time the long-term contract was signed. That decision 
expressly prohibits reallocating revenue shortfalls associated with 
short-term contracts. 

6. Other noncore customers have not had an opportunity 
to negotiate contracts or bid for the range of services the 
contracts provide SCE and SOG&E. 

7. SCE and SOG&E have utility obligations which other, 
non-UEG customers do not have. 

8. The record does not demonstrate that the contracts 
are required in order to- prevent uneconomic bypass or fuel
switching. 

9. The contract terms which permit portfolio switching 
are contrary to the rule which prohibits portfolio switching and 
which applies to· all other noncore customers. 
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10. The contracts provide for service priority for 
significant volumes of UEG gas which is higher than the priority 
for cogenerators. 

11. Long-term contracts may be required to prevent 
uneconomic ~ypass or fuel switching. 
S;onclusioDs of Law 

1. Nothing in this decision should be construed as " finding 
of reasonableness regarding SCE or SOG&E's decisions to, sign the 
subject contracts with SoCal. 

2. 0.86-12-009 assumed that revenue shortfalls from long-
term contracts may be allocated to' ratepayers in appropria~ 
circumstances. 

3. P.U. Code Section 739.6 would not be violated if the 
Commission reallocated revenue shortfalls resulting from " long
term contract to SoCal ratepayers if the contract was required to 
prevent harm to ratepayers resulting from significant revenue 
losses associated with uneconomic bypass, because such reallocation 
was intended by 0.86-l2-009 • 

4. P'. U. Code Section 454.4 requires thAt cogenerators are 
offered rates no hiqher than those offered,by a qa8 utility to 'OEG 
customers in the gas utility'S service territory. 

5. P.U. Code Section 454.7 requires that cogenerators 
receiv~ the highest possible priority for the purchase of natural 
gas. 

6. The waiver of,the portfolio, switching ban is inconsistent 
with current Commission policy and is thus unreasonable. 

7. The discounts offered in the contracts are not 
reasonable. 

8. The Commission should deny SoCal's request for approval 
of its long-term contracts with SCE and SOG&E. 

9. The Commission should consider approving a renegotiated 
contract between SDG&E and SoCal which (1) does not offer 
discounts, (2) provides that all pipeline and storage capacity will 
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De subject to recall by the Commission on or after November 1, 
1990, (3) provides for the eurtailment of eontract v~lumes before 
eogenerator volumes, and (4) does not waive' the portfolio switehing 
ban. The utilities may ~18o renegotiate the take-or-pay provisions 
of the contract to· refleet contract modifications set forth in this 
decision. 

10. The Commission should consider approvin~ a renegotiated 
contract between SCE and SOCal which (1) does not offer discounts, 
(2) provides that all pipeline and storaqe capacity will be 
subject to reeall by the Commission on or after November 1, 1990, 
(3) provides for the curtailment of contract volumes before 
cog-onerator volumes, and' (4) d~s not waive the portfolio switChing 
ban. The utilities may also reneqotiate the take-or-pay prOVisions 
of the contract to reflect contract modifieations set forth in this 
decision. 

11. If the parties renegotiate their contracts pursuant to 
Conclusions of Law 10 and 11, SoCal shall file advice letters 
seekinq approval of the amended eontraets. The advice letter(s) 
should be filed within 60 days of the effective date of this order 
and should be .served on all parties to this proceedIng. 

12. This order shall be made effective immediately 80 that 
renegotiation between SoCal, SCE, and SOG&E may take place as soon 
as possible. 

QRDtB 

IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. Southern California Gas Company~s (SoCal) request for 

approval of its contract with Southern California Edison Company 
(SeE) is denied •. 

2. Southern California· Gas Company's (SoCal) request for 
approval of its contract with San O.1.e9'o;G4& and. Electric (SOC&£.) is 
denied • 
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3.. Soeal may, within 60 days of the date of th1s order, 
f11e for approval of an advice letter which would e.tAblish the 
terms and conditions of a contract with SeE, amended in confo:mance 
with this deciSion. The advice letter shall be served on all 
parties to· this proceeding. 

4. SOCal may, within 60 days of the effective date of th1s 
order, file for approval of an advice letter which would establish 
the terms and conditions of a contract with SOG&E, amended in 
conformance w1th this deeis1on. The advice letter shall be served 
on all parties to this proceed·inq .. 

This order is effect1ve today. 
Dated DEC 1 819a9 , at San Franeisco-, CalifOrnia • 

Go. MITCHELL w,w< 
Presidont 

FREDERICK R. OUDA 
STANLEY VI. HULE1T 
JOHN B. OHANIAN 
PATPJCIA M. ECKERT 

Commlssionors 

, CERTrrFY THAT THIS DEOS~O!\l 
WAS APP~OVED' BY THfAZCVE 

'MCO~ISS'ONE~ 

~
' :...... ,-,. -:: ... "., --. 

, . , '" 
, , ~~ 

. ... '. 

WESLEY FRAN;r,~/ 'Adinn'<Ex.;..ityo e' 'Dr ..... 
. .' ","-' Jre"'Jor 
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Ban F:ranc~ 

MEMORANDUM 

Date · December 1, 1989 · 
'1'0 · 'l'he Commission · (Meeting' of December 6, 1989) 

From · Commissioner HUlett'1~ , · 
File No·.: 

Subject : 
--._ ...... . 

Al ternate for B-1, SoCal longo-term contracts wj.tllS~CE "-
and SDG&E. 

This is an alternate decision for ALJ Malco s decision on the 
SoCal long~term contracts for transportat and other services 
with SCE and SDG&E. 

This decision will still reject the ontracts but will outline. 
the modifications we believe woul make the contracts acceptable. 
These modifications are: 

1 . The elimination ot the scounts tor transportation service 
specified in the contr. cts; 

2. Allowing' a certain ercentag'e of the tirm capacity allocated 
under "the contrac ,to· be "'recallableif' by the Commission tor 
the purposes ot e capacity brokerinq proqr5m being' 
considered in 0 8.8.-08-018 .. The portion ot the capacity to
be recallable '$ to· be negotiated by the utilitie5; 

3. Ensuring' tha cOg'enerators have a higher priority than VEe 
customers; 

4. Renegotia ion of the take-or-pay levels to something' less 
than the 0% level of the contracts; 

s. Elimina ion of the waiver ot the portfolio- switching' ban. 

There are hang-es to most'sections but predominately Section 0 
and Nyon " starting'" on pag'e 11.. . " 
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COM/SWH/cgln 

Decision ______ _ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Xn the Matter of the Application of ) 
Southern California Gas Company to ) 
implement a firm capacity allocation ) 
contract with San Dieqo, Gas & ) 
Electric Company by Advice TJetter ) 
1864, filed March 20, 1989. ) 

-------------------------------.) ) 
In the Matter of the Application of ) 
Southern California Gas company to ) 
ilUplement a firm capacity allocation ) 
contract with Southern California ) 
Edison Company by Advice Letter ) 
1872, filed May 2, 1989. ) 

------------------------------) ) 

(I&S) 
Case 89-05-016 

(Filed May 10, 1989) 

) R .. 88-08-018-

And Related Matters. ) ftiled Decem))er 2'1, 1988) 
)/ . 
~ I.87-03-036 

/ ~ (Filecl March 2S, 1987) 
--------------/~--

a~ listed in Appondix A.) (Appearances 

OPINIQ,N 

addresses Southern california Gas Company's 
(50Cal) request for proval of two contracts, one with San Diego 
Gas & Electric Comp ny (SOG&E) and one with SOuthern california 
Edison Company (5 ). Both contracts are for a range of gas 
services from So 

SoCal riginally applied for contract approval by filinq 
advice letters. On May 10, 1989, we issued an order instituting an 
investigation nd suspension of Advice Letter 1864 and Advice 
Letter 1872: wh ch requested approval of the contracts. We 
ini tiate~ thi inVestigation be,eause of the many pro:t:;ests. to the 
advice letters we received. Generally, the protests commented that 
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the contracts prejudiced our resolution of issues in R.88-08-018 
and raised equity issues. 

Eight days of hearings were held in this proceeding. The 
ease was submitted on August 23, 1989. Tbe parties supporting the 
contracts were SoCal, SCE, SOO&E'I an4 the eity ot San Diego. The 
parties opposing the contracts inclu4ed the Division of Ratepayer 
A4voeates (ORA), Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN), 
California Cogeneration Council eCCC), California Industrial Group
and the california League of Food Processors eCIG), Coqenerators of 
Southern California eeSC) , and Triqen Resources corporation 
('I'riqen) • //' 

This decision rejects these contracts. as tUe'd, but 
otters conditions upon which we would approve th~ A number of 

/. provisions of the agreements SoCal negotiate~iolate previously 
./ articulate4 Commission policies or are i~nsistent with sections 

ot the Public Utility Code and~ thus, ~ contracts require some 
modifications. This decision provi s guidance to the gas 
utilities regar4ing modifications, 0 these Agreements and also 
general guidance on long-term c ntracts tor Which they may seek 
approval in the future. 

The CQntrocts 

A. 
SoCal's co tract with SDG&E provides tor allot SDG&E's 

9as service needs, ncluding long-term price and service 
commitments for t nsportation and storage ot SOG&E-owned 90S, 90S 

sales to SOG&E b SoCal, and firm interstate capacity rights. The 
initial term is ive years. At the end ot the second contract year 
and each annive saX)" thereafter"the. contract would be 
automatically xtended tor an aCld'itional one-ye~r per:i.odunless 
either party tifies the other ot contract cancellation • 
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Speeitie elements ot the contract inelu4e: 
o Demand Charge,. The demand charqe durinq 

the first year of the contract will be 
$S.4 million per month. In subsequent 
years, the demand charge will ~e adjusted 
~ased on the percent chanqe in SoCal's 
total non-gas costs as authorized ~y the 
Commission. 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Ttansmission ChArgel. The transmission 
volumetric rate 4uring the first year will 
be $0.10 per million British thermal units 
(MM/Btu). In su~sequent years, the 
transmission rate will escalatze in the same 
manner as the demand charge. 

Minimum· Charge. A minimum cha e will be 
imposed quarterly based on the number ot 
days in the quarter times~o million cubic 
teet per day (MMctd) ti~s the transmission 
charge, plus the deman.cl'" charge. This 
equates to a ninety ·rcent Htake-or-payw 
on the transmissio charge • 

..uI~aii!.l~&-.a.:.~~~. The priority tor OEG 
volumes up tO~~5 MMctd will be P-3. 

InterstAte ~. Firm interstate 
capacity isfprovided tor up to 300 MMctd 
(22·S MMct on El Paso and 7S MMctd on 
Transwes ern). This provision is Subject 
to FERC pproval ot a compatible capacity 
proqra. Prior to· this approval, a 
Hbuy/ saleH arrangement will be 
imple ented. 

~ruul!E.. The contract provides 12.7 
~il ion cubic teet (Bet) ot storage .. 
Ad itional storage volumes are available at 
t prices contained in the G-STOR taritt 
e cept for the reservation tee. 

~~~u..sUUd~h1;DSL~lD. The ·contract 
oviCles a waiver ot the portfolio-
itching ban now in ettect .. 
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B. CQntract with SCE 

The contract with SCE provides all of SCE's gas service 
needs, including long-term pricing and service commitments tor 
transportation, storage, and distribution of SCE-owned gas, retail 
gas sales to· SCE by 50Cal, and firm interstate capacity rightsp 
The initial term is five years. At the end pf the fourth contract 
year and each anniversary year thereafter, the contract is 
automatically extended for an additional one-year period unless 
either party notifies the other of contract cancellation. 

Specific provisions of the contract include: 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Dmnand Qlaxqet. 'l'he demand charge (luring 
the first year of the contract will be 
$4.75 million per month. In subsequent 
years,. the demand charge will be " " 
established by the Commission in Socal's 
annual cost allocation proceeding (ACAP). 

",./ 
yariable >hArge§~ The Ti.er I rate during 
the first year w~ll be_~0.24 MMBtu, and the 
Tier II rate will be ,.$'0.15 MMBtu. The Tier 
I rate may be reviseCl in conjunction with 
the 0.5 cent per~herm discount from the 
1989 ACAP avera,ge rate provided tor in the 
contract.. In .,pubsequent years, both 
variable rat~s will be adjusted based on 
changes i~ocal/S authorized margin. 

Minimum ~A~. A minimum charge will be 
imposed/quarterly based on the number of 
days ip the quarter times ninety percent of 
the T,ier I volumes times Tier I variable 
charge, plus the demand charge. 

In~astate ptiot1~. The priority for the 
T~r I Volumes of 300 MMefd in the summer 
arid 200 MMcfa in the winter will be P-3. 
Tier II volumes will be P-s. 
r , 
'interstate CApa«Ux. Firm interstate 
capacity is provided tor Tier I volumes. 
Seventy percent of the volumes are on the 

, El Paso system and thirty percent are on 
the Transwestern system. 

storag~~ The contract provides 4 Be! o~ 
storage r with SCE.payinq the in-kind 
injection charqe and the operatinq and 
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o 

maintenance injection charge specified in 
the G-STOR tariff. 

Porttolio SWitching Ban.. The contract 
provides a waiver of the portfolio 
swi tChing ban now in effect •.. 

XI. ~ 

These contracts are the first under our new re9Ulatory 
framework to be entered into. by a gas utility an<1 major customers 
for the proviSion of the full range of gas services. Those,. 
services include 9as transportation, firm pipeline cAp-ae!iy, and 
storage. Two rates are included in the contract~one is a 
volUllletric rater the other is a flat c1emanc1 charge.. 'rbe rates are 

/" Nbundled,N that is, neither rate is associ,atec1 with a specific 
,/ 

service, such as storage or transporta;J=0n. 
The contracts also commit SOG&E and SCE to a revenue 

/ requirement by providing tor minimum charges and take-or-pay 
./ 

volumes. These contract elemen~5 appear to be the quid pr~ quo for 
significant discounts trom t~tted rates and guaranteed storage 
and pipeline capacity. / 

The contracts result in significant revenue shorttalls 
(losses.) to· SoCal, at ~st ir. the short term. SoCal proposes to 
recover these lost rev~nues from its other customers. 

In gene ray the utilities--Socal,. SCE,. and SOG&E--ass.ert 
that thecontraets)benefit SoCal ratepayers over the contract term 
by reducing the ri~k of bypass or fuel sWitching.by SCE and SOC&E. 
The utilities al~ believe the contracts benefit the customers of 
SCE and SDG&E bl prOViding reduced rates and security of supply. 
The utilities ~elieve the Commission should consider the contracts 
in li9ht of the utility obligations of SOG&E and· SCE. 

I, 

Partie~ opposing the contraets believe that the contraets 
J . 

disadvantage'competitors tor pipeline and storage capacity, that 
\ . " .. 

they are unnecessarily costly and risky to- SoCal ra.tepayers, and 
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~ that they conflict with Public Utilities (PO) Code sections ~ich 
address gas rates and service to coqenerators. 

~ 

~ 

To- determine whether the contracts are reasonable we need 
to determine the costs and benefits of the contracts, and balance 
those costs Against the benefits. 
this decision: 

Specific issues are addressed in 

1. Is approval ot the contracts consistent 
with Commission policy regarding long-term 
contracts? 

2. Do the contracts benetit SCE and SDG&E 
ratepayers?-

....,,...,-1 
3. Are the contracts consistent with PU ~e § 

739 .. 6 regarding' cost allocatio~ 

4. Do- the contracts provide an unreasonable 
advantage to SCE and SDG~ver other 
noncore customers? /. 

5. Are the contracts7A - and reasonable to 
SoCal ratepayers? 

, 

6. Are the contr~~tS consistent with state law 
and Commissionrpolicy regarding 
cogenerator~ 

A. Is Approval of the COntracts consistent with commission 
Eolicy Regarding Lgrig:term ~OntractS tor GAS Seryicesl-

SOCal ar9U~ that the contracts are tully consistent with 
past Commission 4e9Csions and policies. It cites Oecision (D.) 
86-12-009, in Which we tound that long-term contracts would permit 
the utilities toJ'negotiate service pa~kages tailored to the needs 
of individual c?stomerc and thereby reduce utility and ratepayer 
risk. The pri~ary objective ot long-term contracts would be to 
reduce the ri~t fuel switching and bypass by customers Who might 
otherwise pro ide margin contributions. 

ORA a TORN do- not believe the contracts are consistent ...... -

with current commissio~policy Which has evolved-since the issuance 
ot 0-.;86-12-009 .. ' Specitically, ORA argues that 0.86-12-009 .is 
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outdated because the gas utilities no longer have excess capacity 
and the Commission has- issued several orders providinq a regulatory 
framework for storage banking and interruptible capacity on 
interstate pipelines. ~he Commission antieipates development of 
market-based allocation for pipeline capacity, as set forth in 
0.88-12-009 .. 

TURN also- points out that the Commission's regulatory 
program has changed since 0.86-12-009, in which the Commission 
expressed the desirability of lonq-term contracts~ At that time, 
the Commission expected many, it not most, noncore customers would 
negotiate discounts because the detault rate (i.e., the tarifted 
transportation rate) was high. Since that time, the,;.ommlss'ion, in 
D.87-03-044, lowered noncore default rates to emb,edded costs. 
Accordingly, negotiated contracts are not th~~rm the Commission 

,;" once expected they would be, and, TORN a~ques, the Commission 

" should reconsider its view ot lonq-te:r.m contracts • 
.,,!-

Discussion. The purposetof discounted long-term 
contracts, as put forth in D.8~-009, continues to be of primary 
importance to us. That purpo~ is *to encourage the utilities to 
attract incremental load ~h might otherwise be lost.* We agree 
with TURN and ORA that c)fcumstances have changed since the 
issuanee of D .. 86-12-009 -, We have approved. changes in rate desiC]n, 
developed. a pilot sto~e banking program, and stated our intention 
to establish a capaelty allocation proqram. These regulatory 
changes improve th.er position ot noncore and wholesale eustomers" 

1/ 
includ.ing SOG&E ~d SCE. They also- reduce the impetus for ~ypass. 

Notwi~hstanding the regulatory changes. which have taken 
place since 19~, lonq-term contraets. with discounted rates may 

~r .'. 
still be a reasonable mechanism tor preventing uneconomic bypass or 

! 
fuel switChi~. We.wi11 therefore consider'Whether the contracts 
are necessari· on that basis. 

t -

'. 
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The utilities and the City of San Oie90 ~elieve that the 
contracts provide significant benefits to ratepayers of SCE and 
SOG&E which should, be considered. These benefits include lower 
rates, price stability, and supply security .. According to-SOG&E, 
the benefits to- its ratepayers Offs~t any costs t~ SOCal's 
ratepayers. SDG&E also comments that the contract allows it to 
become a major new buyer in the Southwest~ Which will enhance 
market competition and benefit all of california's ratepayers. 

SCE believes it must reduce its. reliance on the spot 
market and interruptible transportation because of an expected 
supply shortage. SCE states that the contract terms pe.rmit' it to . / 

do that, with substantial benefits for its custome:rs':' 
The parties did not challengoe the ~l:!-ties' assertions 

that the contracts would provide benefits to the ratepayers of 
SOG&E and seE. ,~ 

Discussion. Generally, i~ppears that SCE and SOG&E 
ratepayers benefit substantially~m the contracts, at least 
during the first years, mainl~s a result of reduced prices, 
increased supply security, ana access to storagoe and pipeline 
capacity. The evidence o~red in this proceedinq does not permit 
a determination of whether the risks of the take-or-pay 

-I 
requirements in the coptracts before us are offset by more stable 
gas supply services.;I' 
c. Are the contrasts Consistent with PO COde 

§ 739.6 Rcqard!~9-Cost Allo~At1Qns? 
I 

SOCal believes that its proposal to allocate to its 
customers revenu'e shortfalls associated with the contracts is fully 

rt 
consistent with! Public Utilities. Code § 739'.6 (enacted by sa 987) ~ 

~ , 

That section prohibits. changes in cost allocation methodology until 
; . , 

1991 if those ehanqes would harm residential customers •. The . , . 
contracts, accordin9 to- SoCal", are design'edto,maximize long-run 
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revenues from SDG&E and SCE and thereby protect residential 
ratepayers. SOCal also states that 0.87-05-046 permitted 
allocation of contract shortfalls to other ratepayera. Socal 
argues that the issue in this proceeding is not whether the 
Commission should approve any long-term service agreements, but 
whether the particular terms and conditions of these two- service 
contracts should be approved. 

SDG&E argues that § 739.6 is not violated by the 
contracts because the intent of S8 987 was primarily to protect low 
income customers from the effects of baseline rate desiqn. ~en if 
the Commission's interpretation of the bill is broader thAn this, 
SDG&E believes that long-term contraets were clearl~rt ot the 
cost allocation methodology adopted by the Co~ion in 
0.86-12-009. In any event, the contract ad~ses an inequity 
between core customers by placing SOG&E ;;,rstomers on a more eq\lal, 
tooting with those of SOCal. SectiQ~9.~ allows the Commission 
to redress such inequities. / 

TURN believes that all~catin9 revenue shortfalls to 
ratepayers would change the ex}sting cost allocation methodology in 
violation of § 739.6 .. Revenu6fshortfalls, estimated to total about 
$31 million for both contr~als, would be recovered from core 
ratepayers. TURN points ~t that~ contrary to SoCal's assumption, 
0.87-05-046 permitted re;tovery of contract shortfalls only tor 
those long-term contra~s already in existence and were treated as 
Ntransition costS.N ~early, according to TVRN, the Commission did 
not intend that futu~- contracts would be similarly treated. 

Nor, accorjlin9 to 'l't1RN, did tho Commission in 0.86-12-009 
set forth specific ~reatment of long-term contracts which would 
have later been en±rsed by § 739.6. 

Discussi • D.86-12-009 anticipated that lonq-term 
contracts may be ne essary to-retain. an4 increase loa4~ That 
decision di4 not allocate specific·c:ontract costs to- specific 
customers because no such contracts then existe4. It. 4i4, however, 
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assume that associated revenue shorttalls may need to be recovered 
trom other customers. D.86-12-009 states that utility shareholders 
are liable~ in reasonableness rev1ews r tor revenue shorttalls trom 
lonq-term contracts it the utility does not maximize contract 
revenue based on material intormation that was or should have been 
known at the time'the lonq-term contraet was siqned. D.86-12-009 
expressly prohibits reallocatinq revenue shorttalls associated with 
short-term contracts .. ' As SoCal points out~ these two statements 
toqether imply that we will consider allocatinq lonq-term contract 

... -' revenue shorttalls to, other eustomer qroups. Theretore, we/would 
,..r 

not violate § 739.& by allocatinq lonq-term contract shortfalls to 
other SoCal eustomers. ~ 

In aaaition, § 739.6 permits the commtssion to cbanqe its 
cost allocation methodolo9Y under certain c~~tances.. Section 
739.6 states that the Commission shall re~in the cost allocation , 
methodolO9Y adopteCl in 0 .. 86-12-009 an~.86-12-010 until 
December 31, 1990, ex~ept that: ~' 

Nthe commission may modi;y this cost allocation 
methoClolo9Y to aClClres~eustomer hardships and 
inequities it resid~'ial customers as a class 
are not" on balance adversely atfected and the 
purpose of the mod~ ication is not solely 
protection of qa~corporation revenues.N 

SoCal is correc~ that § 739'.6 would· not necessarily be 

violated simply because~ lonq-term contract resulted in a revenue 
shortfall.. In the context ot the contracts Which are before us, we 
interpret this sectio~to permit us to reallocate costs to 
residential qAS rate~yers if the contracts would protect them from 

. siqnificant rate inCreases Which would otherwise occur due to 
uneconomic bypass 0i fuel switchinq. 

We also aqree with SOG&E that § 739 .. & would permit us to 
reallocate revenues ~om the residential 9as customers ot SDG&E to 
th'ose of SoCal it SDG&E's residential qascustomers are sutterinq 
an inequity under existinq circumstances. We do not believe that 
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the Legislature intended to' restrict us from redressing inequities 
which may exist ~etween the residential gas custemers et twO' 
regulated utilities. 

We must therefore determine whether the centracts will 
prevent either a less et siqnificant contri~ution or address an 
inequity Buffered by residential customers. We nete that the 
allecatien ef any revenue shortfalls resulting frem appreval ot the 
contracts weuld ultimately be determined in SoCal's ACAP. 

We de net agree with SDC&E that § 739.6 is desiqned 
exclusively to' pretect lew-inceme custemers frem.tbe effects ot 
baseline rate desiqn. The language in that sectien clearly 
prohibits us from changing eur cest allocation methodelogy, with .,-
very limited exceptions, until 1991. That section doe~not limit 
its applicatiens to' situations where ~aseline rate~y affect low 
income custemers. ~ 
D. Do the Centracts Provide an 1)'nreasenabl .. ~vanta9'. 

:to SOOiE and S~ oyer other NQncore CJlSomer'? 
,/ 

MAny parties, including DRA~TaRN, esc, CCC, Trigen, and 
CIG, believe the contracts cempromi.s'e the Commissien's efforts to 

adopt a comprehensive program fo~apacity allocation, although 
none ebjected to' the use ef leyq-term. centracts in general. esc 
and CIG peint out that the Commission has repeatedly e~ressed its 

~ . 

preference ter a market-based.prierity charge, established by 
~ 

~idding. 'rhe contracts r,~move SoCal's largest gas leads trem any 
market-driven progra~ and thereby circumvent a Commission program. 

It' 

DRA, 'I'rigenn/'l'ORN, CIG, an4 esc a9'ree that the SoCal 
~ 

contracts previde un~arranted preterential arrangements tor SDG&E 
t 

and SCE which will p~ejudice other nencore custemers seeking gas 
services.. Trig-en points out that the centracts etter two O'f 

i 

SeCal's 800 noncore customers 20 to 2$ percent ot! SoCol's total 
interstate pipelin~.eapaeity rights .. seCai's pen~ing ne9'etiations 
with other Southern california utilities' would result in the 
allocatien' ef almost 8:0 percent et SoCal's capacity prier to' the 
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development of a Commission program or an opportunity tor other 
noncore customers to participate in the allocation process. 

Similarly, according to esc, the contracts circumvent the 
Commission's storage banking program by grantinq SDG&E and SCE 
long-term storage rights which are not available to other customers 
under the existing pilot program. 

ORA also obj ects to the contracts because they appear to 
commit SoCal to construction of new capacity. DRA notes SoCal!s' 

, /F 

testimony that, it a large number of noncore customer see~Iong-
.,/ 

term contracts, new capacity may :be required.. DRA ~cts to. 
contracts which commit SoCal to long-term eapacit~rior to the 
aevelopment of a capacity allocation pr09ram.~ , , 

Finally, ORA believes other non~e customers will be 
harmed by the contracts because significant risk to SoCAl is 
reduced, thereby providing Socal With~ditional leverage in its 
negotiations with noncore customersflWho negotiate tor services in 
the tuture. ~ 

SOCal does not beliey~ the contracts provide an unfair 
,.," 

advantage to SeE and SOG&E ov~r other noncore customers. Other 
noncore customers may neqo~te similar contracts tor packages of 

1'1" 
gas services at a later ~me. SoCal chose to, negotiate first with 

,II 
SCE and SDG&E because t~ey are its two largest noncore customers 

.'1 
and because both are ~tilities with public service obligations. 

seE assert/
l 

that approval of the contracts will not 
,iP 

prejudice the outco~e of the capacity allocation proceedings, and 
the Commission's ~cision to review the contracts in advance of 
hearings in R.S8:GS-01S is appropriate. 

SOG&E~r9UeS that its contract with Socal reflects its 
unique position as a local distribution company with special 
responsibility to serve its customers, a responsibility which 
retail customers do- not have. It cites D .. 86-12-009, in Which we 
found that "(w)holesale customers. are unique because, their customer 
gas has both core and non-core elements', and.' due to the fact that 
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they impose fewer costs on the primary utility than do retail 
customers.* The contract with Socal allows SOG&E to fulfill its 
utility responsibility by eliminating the inferior quality of 
service provided SOG&E compared with SOCal and Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company (PG&E). SCE maXes similar points regardlng its 
obligations as a public utility. 

Discussion: Although approval of the contracts may 
favor two SOCal noncore customers over others, the eontracts may be 
reasonable if SDG&E and SCE have a ut'ili ty obliqation Which 
distinguishes them from other noncore customers and competitors. 
Clearly, both SDG&E and SCE have such a utility ob1iqation. With 
respect to SDG&E, it has long been the wish of this Commission--to 

/""-
see SDG&E negotiate an agreement with SOcal that would, at~ord it . - "'" 
access to firm capacity And storaqe service in orde~'to allow it to. . /' 
meet its own independent utility o~li9ations, especially to the 
core.. ----- /' 

Despite the Commission's inten~~ with respect to lonq-
~ < , 

term contracts for SCE and SDG&E, we are concerned· that our 
.;'" 

approval of the contracts before u~eould prejudge the 
implementation of our ca~acity ~procation proqram. The contracts 
commit siqnificant capacl.ty toj;two major customers before the 
development of a pipeline a11ocation proqram. While we conclude 
that these contracts do nO}l:Provide an unreasonable advantaqe to. 
SCE and SDG&E over other ,~oncore customers, the contraets may 

'I') 
thwart our efforts to, e:~ab1ish a final capaeity brokering program. 
We will therefore requ~~e that some amount of the firm capaeity 
allocated under thes~co~tracts be recallable by subsequent _ 
decisions of the COm2!lission in the establishment of a capacity 

!oJ 
alloeation program! By *reeallableN we' mean that the capacity, now 
allocated for use ~y SCE and SDG&E-, will be available for 
allocation to. othe~s should the circumstances in the capacity 

- brokerinq program wattMt .. 
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• E. Are the contracts Fair and 
ReosQDable tq Socal RAtepayers? 

• 

• 

We next need to consider whether the contracts are fair 
to SoCal ratepayers, and whether those contracts are needed to 
prevent uneconomic bypass or tuel-switchinq. 

SoCal estimates a revenue shorttall trom the contracts ot 
about $23.2 million tor the SOG&E contract and about $8.1 million 
tor the SCE contract. ORA estimates the shorttall to be about $7.4 
million for the SOG&E contract and $6.0 million tor the SCE 
contraet. DRA's'estimat~ differs from SOCA1'. because ot ditfering 
assumptions re9arding revenue requirement ~ ~. 

,,"'" SoCal believes the rates in the contracts are reasonable. 
Except in the tirst year, SCE's demand charqe will ~eS~lished 
by the Commission in SoCal's ACAPa. SDG&E's analy~s ot the 
difference between revenues at SDG&E's eontrac~ate and at default 
rates over the ne:Kt five years shows that S.t>et&"E"S discount will 
only be a few percent below default reve~s, especially in 1991 
and atter. / 

SOCal argues that rate di~unts are necessary because 
SCE an~ SOG&E have viable alt~rna ves to SoCA1's gas services, 
among them, service to SCE by t e City ot Lonq Beach, the 
construction ot a pipeline by' SCUPP, and the construction ot a 
pipeline from the Colorado ~ver by SOG&E. The take-or-pay 
obliqations further assurelthat fuel-switching or bypass will not 
become an economie alte {tive for either SOG&E or SCE. 

, CIG Objects~:~the reallocation ot these costs to other 
ratepayers and believ~the contraet~ eliminate risk to· SoCal,.risk 
which the commissionlhas determine4 is appropriate. Under current 
Commission policy, Iccordin9 to· CIG, SoCAl is at risk tor revenue 
shortfalls reSUlt~ !~om discounts to the default rate Which occur 
between ACAPs. C G states SoCal has not o!tere4 such discounts to 
;SCE or SDG&E pr10 to this,time. The e~ntraets~however, provide 

, , 

'. , . . 
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significant discounts to the default rate and add service 
improvements by way ot tirm interstate capacity, improved priority, 
storage capacity, most tavored nation clauses, and a waiver ot the 
portfolio switching ban. CIG believes that because the contracts 
have terms ot five years or more,. SoCal seeks to escape 
responsibility for these discounts by shifting the risk to other 
customers. CIC asserts that SoCal's interpretation of 0.86-12-009, 
that SoCal is insulated trom the negative ettects of a negotiated 
discount because the discount is part ot a lonq-term contract, is 
fundamentally inconsistent with the Commission's adopted regulatory 
structure. ,..-/-

",. 

CIG believes that Socal should not be shielded from risk 
under long-term contracts, just as it is not shielded trom risk 

i ·#' during the short-term tor rate d scounts to.;aTqe customers. CIC 
believes exceptions to this rule may be r~nable it, tor example, 
long-term discounts were required to ~~~in or expAnd load. In 
this case, CIC believes Socal has no demonstrated risk ot bypass 
or fuel-switching. In light ot t S, and because SoCal has not 
needed to discount the default 'te previously, CIC argues the 
pass through of the revenue shortfall t~ other customers cannot be 
justified. ~ 

TORN shares th~oncern that it socal is able to pass 
along the revenue short~ll trom discounting, it will have no 
incentive to minimize/the discounts. On the other hand" SoCal has 
shielded shareholder;risk by trading oft the discounts absorbed by 
ratepayers for ,a 90/percent-transport-or-pay condition. TORN 
su;;ests the Commilsion direct $oCal to enter into long-term core 
transmission servIce a;reements with its wholes41e customers for 
their core loadS/in recognition ot the need· for stable core gas 
supplies. t 

DRA ma~es sim1lar ar~ents and believe& the contracts 
violate Commission,orders prohibitinq core eleetionWhen the. core 
porttolio· is. priced lower'thtln the noncore'porttolio •. The 
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prohibition was established t~ preclude a situation Where increased 
gas purchases to' serve a larger core group increase the core 
portfolio rate. 

ORA also believes that SDG&E entered into the contracts 
as a way to· circumvent the Commission's decisions in SoCal's ACAP. 
It notes SDG&E testimony statinq that the cost allocation 
methodology applied to SDG&E in the SoCal ACAP resulted in costs 
which were higher than SDC&E felt they should have been. 

Discussion. To summarize the essential elements of these 
contracts: in return for the minimum charge provisions" of these 
contracts and. the associated. revenue stability of those tel:lJlS;" ....-
SoCal offered to SeE and SDG&E improved. access to· ti~nterstate 

. -"" capacity, improved access to' storage banking and ~scounts from 
default tariffs.. This was done, in general, }.o~~'itigate against 
the threat of uneconomic bypass or fuel sw~ching by SCE and SDC&E 

""-and to, obtain a solid commitment by SCE~d SDG&E to pay their fair 
share of transition costs. The util~{es state the contracts 

• 
benefit SoCal ratepayers by mitiqa~9 aqainst bypass, by provicllng 
revenue stability, and by commit,~q SDG&E and SCE to pay their 
fair share of transition costs~ 

A threshold quest~ in this proceeding is Whether the 
~ . 

contract terms are needed ;P' avert uneconomic bypass. If they are, 
Socal's ratepayers will benefit from the contracts by retaining 

~ . 
some contribution to ra~s. 

However, neither SoCal, SCE, nor SDG&E have provided any 
convincing analysis tclsupport the elaim that the eontract& are 
needed to prevent unJconoxnic bypass or fuel-switching. Pipeline 
construction may be~n option, but the record does not demonstrate 
whether it is an e~pnomie option for SCUPP or SOG&E. SoCal 
testified that sCElburned fuel oil last winter, but we have no 
information reqard~nq the circumstances which made fuel-switching 
economic.. AlthOU9h\socal's witness testified that: he had. . 

undertaken a bypass study, the study was not presented-on' the 
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record, and we are therefore unsure whether its methods and 
conclusions are reasonable. 

While the Commission is concerned about the potential for 
uneconomic bypass and seeks to avoid it where possible, proof of 
the threat is necessary for the Commission to approve discounted 
r''"tes and the resulting cost shift to other ratepayer classes. In 
this case, it is clear that no conclusive demonstration ot the 
bypass threat for SCE and SOG&E exists. While a number ot options 
~ be available to, the utilities, the efficiency ot these 
alternatives has not been demonstrated sutticiently to allow us to 
approve discountecl rates tor SCE and SOG&E. '--' 

Thus, in this particular ease, we are not eonv~ced'that 
the discounts SoCAl negotiated with SOG&E and SCE a~~ln tact -reasonable. Essentially, SCE and SOG&E are rec~in9 a premium 

. ." service (improved access to. storage and fi:z:yeapacity) at a 
discounted rate. It the justification, ~potential bypass of the 
two· larget customers of SoCal, were m~ conclusive we might be 

"-persuaded that the discounts as ne$~iated are reasonable. 
We are not, however, w~in9 to, reject the premium 

serviee components ot the cont~t. The contracts, without the 
discounts, represent reason~e lon9-term capacity brokerin9 and 
storage b ankin9 services for two· important customers with their own 

~. 

utility obligations. Ou~only concerns with these lon9-term 
services, that they might adversely affect our final capacity 

i/ 
~rokering program, ha~e been ad4resse4 ~y the recall conditions we 
will place on approvii of the contracts. 

1" 
In regar~:to the waiver ot the portfolio switching ban 

for SOG&E and SeE ,twa have seen ~o leqi timate justi:!ication for 
this waiver. We ,thUS rejeet this portion of the contracts. 
P. Are the Contracts Consistent with State Law' 

and eommissiOnPplicy Regarding COgeneration RAtel? 
t ' . 

SOCal rsserts that the c~ntracts are consistent with the 
.commission's'poll.,cies toward coqenerators: because Soca.l is,willin9 
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to negotiate special agreements with cogeneration customers under 
similar terms and conditions as Edison has o~tained. SOcal notes 
th~t four eoseneration customers have already siqned lonq-term 
contracts with Socal. SDG&E makes similar points. • 

SCE goe5 turther by asserting that coqenerators are not 
satistied with rate parity, which SoCAl is willinq to otter by 
negotiatinq similar terms and conditions tor similarly situated 
e0generation customers. Coqenerators, according to SCE, want 
additional subsidies.. SCE believes the Commission's existinq/ 

./ policy goes beyond the requirements ot S 454.4 by ba5in~ 
c0generator rates on the average OEG rate with highe~~riority than 

,/ UEG customers. SCE comments that the contract's~ovision 
increasinq its priority to P-3 will not reduc~erv1ce levels to. 

/" 

other customers because SOCal expects no curtailments tor P-1 
,;1" through P-4 customers during the contr~~~ period~ 

The cogeneration customers object to· the contracts on the "'. grounds that they violate §§ 454.4.~d 454.7 ot the PO Code, Which 
j 

provide generally that cogenerato~~ shall have the highest possible 
,;,I 

priority tor the purchase ot na;tura1 gas at rates not higher than 
. '" the established UEG rate.. These provisions were enacted in 

,,'7' 

,recognition ot the etticien~ies ot cogeneration tacilities and the 
associated benefits to al~calitornians. 

According to CsC and CCC, the contracts violate these 
,; 

provisions ~y signiticantly increasing SCE's P-3 volumes. They are . ,/ 

also Violated,. accordj;'ng to esc, ~ecause the contracts' bundled 
/ 

rates tor a ranqe o~lservices are below the current transportation-
only rate. CSC co~~ends that SoCal's otter to negotiate similar 
contracts with customers who are similarly-sit~ated violate& the 

~ 

Commission's policy that cogenerators are to be treated equally and ,. 
that they are to· receive rates no· higher than OEG rates, 
notwithstanding th~r situation. esc point~ out that 5oCal's 
witness could identi'ty only one coqcneration eusto~er .who mi9ht 
qualify tor a package similar to SeE's .. 
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Similarly, CCC argues that SoCal's offer to negotiate 
contracts with c0generators is unacceptable. SoCAl testified that 
it would not consider offerinq rates or service similar to those in 
the proposed contracts unless coqenerators demonstrated the same 
Wmarket conditionsW faced by SCE and SDG&E. CCC believes 
coqeneration customers cannot demonstrate such market conditions 
and could therefore not realize rate parity with OEGs as required 
by law.. / ",..r'" 

CCC and CSC believe that if the commission'approvea the 
contracts, it mu&t also require that SoCal off~e same rates and , 
services to coqenerators as are offered to UEGs under the 

..d' contracts.. These concessions must be made, under s§ 454 .. 4 and 
/' . 

454.7, regardless of whether coqenerators enter into contracts .., 
with SoCal and r4qardless of whet~~r they are identically situated 
to· seE and. SOO&E. All rates sbo1J/ld be unbundled.. So<:al should 
a'180 be required to curtail 'O'E~~stomers ahead of c09'eneratora. 

Triqen ~roposes ~~rcommisSion defer contract approval 
until other noncore customers and marketers are ~iven the 

,.' ~ 
opportunity to· enter into similar contracts .. 

Finally, csc,frgues that SoCal cannot, as it proposes, , .. 
fail to· include the Edison contract rate in determininq the average 
'O'EG rate used to.ta,,~ulate the rate to coqenerators.. Such failure 
would be a clear ~. olation of § 454 .. 4. 

Discus on. It appears to us that with regard to the 

effect of thes~~ontracts oncoqenerators there are two issues: 
rate parity ani priority.. With respect to rate· parity, the 

elimination o~ the discounts qiven to SCE and SOG&E,which we would 
~ 

require as a !ondi tion for contract approval,_ obviates the need to-
address this issue. 

states: 
With reqard to coqenerator priority, section 454.7 

WThe Commission shall, to-the extent permitted by federal 
law and consistent with Section· 2771,. provide 
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cogeneration teehnology projects with the highest 
possible priority for the purchase of natural qas.-

Section 2771 allows the Commission to establish serviee priorities 
based on its determination of which customers and uses ~provide the 
most i~portant public benefits and serve the qreatest public need.-

Xt is clear that the SoCAl contracts intend to provide 
tor a priority level at least equal to the priority level 
establishe4 tor eoqenerators tor about 90 percent of SDG&E's load 
and about halt of SCE's load. Althouqh SoCal's witness test~tie4 
that Socal does not expect curtailments above P-S during/the' . . ~ contract period, it offered no specit~c analys1s or evidence to ... ; 
support that claim.. In taet, that view appears inconsistent with 

/' 
SoCal's testimony that both pipeline capacit~and natural gas may ,.. 
be in shorter supply in the future, espec~lY since the contracts 
would add siqniticant additional vOlum~to the P-3 category. 
Moreover, we wonder Why the OEGs mustlbe assiqned apriority level ., 
hiqher than coqenerators. if Socal does not expect to· curtail any 
customers above the p-s level. ~ 

We could permit hiqh«r priority tor OEGs under § 2771, 

" but we would first need to f.i..1ld that the UEGs provide more 
{I 

important public benefits ;nan coqenerators. We see no compelling 
reason to do so· at this ti~e.. Without such a findinq, the 
contracts as written are/inconsistent with § 454.7. 

We do not rej'ct the upgrade of priority tor the stated 
volumes to P-3. Howev~r, it is clear that whatever priority is 
established tor UEG Y~lumes, coqenerators must receive a hiqber 
priority than UEG customers within their respective service 
territories. In actclition, consistent with SOG&E's. wish tor 

( . 
independen~ status~ the parties should investiqatemethods tor 
aehievinq SDG&Efslqoal ot independent status.,trom SOCA1. We 

~ " 
encouraqeacceptable contractlanguaqe'to-be negotiated by SoCal 

~ with SCE and SOG&£O' 
~ . 
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1'0 conclude, the contracts as filed are rejected. 
However, the Commission will approve new contracts moditied to meet 
the !ollowinq conditions. First, the transportation rate discounts 
should be eliminated. Second, a certain proportion ot the ~irm 
interstate capacity rights SCE and SDG&E are to receive under the 
contracts, to, be neqotiated by the parties, is to be recallable by 
the Commission in the capacity brokering order. This is in order 

..--" to insure that the Commission's final c:apacitybrokering p:t:oqram is. 
not unduly harmed by such long-term contracts. The c~mm~sion ~ll 
qive suitable notice to SoCal, SCE and SDG&E ot th~eall action 

."., 

in a formal Commission decision or resolutiO~1'hird, priority tor 
coqenerators will continue to be higher t~ that tor UEG. 
Finally, the waiver of the portfolio sw~hinq ban should be 

eliminated trom the contracts. /" 
One unaddressed issue concerns the level ot take-or-pay 

'" obliqation that SCE and SDG&E st~l must incur despite the 
4~ 

elimination of the rate disco~s. ~he contracts currently have 
provisions for a 90% take-or;pay obligation on the part of SCE and 
SOG&E. In its comments tojtbe AL3 proposed decision"SCE stated 
its position that if the .4iscounts were to be eliminated,. a 70% 
take-or-pay obligation w6uld be appropriate. We are not convinced. 
As this decision indi~es, the ~inimum charqe provision of the 

l 
contracts was a qui~/pro quo for the tirm capacity and storage 
volumes as well as the rate discounts. While the elimination of 
the discounts ce~nly reduees the benefits of this agreement for 
SCE and SDG&E, ac~ss to firm capacity ancl storage banking is still 

"f 
a tremendous benefit to these customers, as they themselves argued 

,( 
durinq the heari qs. 

. ' 
Furth negotiations on a final take-or-pay level and on 

the amount of c acity, to be recallable at a future date by the 
It should, be clear from the previous 
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discussion that the final take-or-pay level for SCE should be 
between 70% and 90%; the final take-or-pay level tor SDG&E may be 

different from that tor SeE if circumstances warrant~ For 
recallable capacity, at least one-third of the. capacity to be used 
tor non-core customers must be recallable" about 60 MMctd tor SDG&E 
and ~oo MMetd for seE. 

If these conditions are acceptable to Socal, SDG&E and 
SCE, SoCal should tile amended contracts·that contorm· to t~y's 
decision by, advice letter within 90 days. 

Generally, this decision atfirms our belief that lonq
term contracts are appropriate under certain circumstances. They 
are primarily useful where a customer must make a deci~;.on-"~~·· 
reqardinq whether or not to invest in bypass tacili~s and such 

-rY 
facilities would clearly result in uneconomic b~ass from the 
utility'S system_/'" 

As we have' mentioned earlier, an~as evidenced by our , 
rejection of the rate discounts contained in these contracts, we 
are not satisfied with th~ demonstr~t~n of the uneconomic bypass 
threat made by SoCal in this proceedinq. In the future, unless 

,)/, 

SoCal can clearly demonstrate tbe necessity of a lonq-term contract 
to avoid uneconomic bypass, wel~ill not allocate to other SoCal 

,.,' 
ratepayers revenue shorttal~s,associated with those contracts. 
Without such proof, and inlthe absence of some type of risk-sharinq 

!. mechanism, we believe that SoCal may be inClined to siqn lonq-term 
, t 

contracts with all Of its major customers. This circumstance would 
I 

turn our new regulatory proqram--wh!eh was designed to promote 
competition and more/efficient utility manaqement--on its head. As 

we have stated earlier in the decision, special circumstances exist 
for these two lar~' investor-owned utilities that justify the 
approval of some;terms ot this contract. 

An increased number of long-term contracts could be 
I .. 

damaging to' other participants in the markets tor storage an~ , , . 
pipeline capacity if 'they commit asiqnificant amount ot theM 

....... 
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services. Long-term contracts commit significant capacity to 
specific customers at negotiated rates~ while other noncore 
customers may have to bid for capacity based on their value ot 
service~ This may not bea proble~ prior to· the establishment of a 
pipeline capaci~y allocation program if it can be demonstrated that 
a contract is required t~ forestall bypass Which is economic. for 
the customer and addresses the other concerns raised in this 
decision. 

[in4ings 9: FAct ~/ . 
1. SoCal has applied tor approval ot lon~rm ~as ,--

service contracts with SDG&E and SCE. The cont~acts provide 
discounted rates for a tull range ot natur~ services, 
including storage,. transportation, and fi..rm pipeline capacity. 

2. 0.86-l2-009 stated thaVthe utilities may negotiate 
long-term contracts to encourage t~e'utili ties to attract 
incremental load which might otbe~ise be lost. 

-II'. 

3. Since the issuance ot 0.86-12-009, the Commission ", 

has reduced detault transportation rates, developed a pilot storage 
,~ 

banking program, and stayed its intention t~ establish a pipeline 
capaci~y allocation program, all of which tend to reduce the risk ,," of uneconomic bYPass~~f the gas utilities' systems. 

4. No ~arty to this proceeding ar9Ued that the 
contracts would harm the ratepayers of SCE or SDG&E. 

5. ~6"'1.2-009 stated that utility shareholders may be 

liable in rea~?nableness reviews for revenue shortfalls trom long
term contract/it the utility does not maximize contract revenue 

:It 
based on,ma~rial information that was or should have been known at 
the time the long-term contract was siqned_ That deeision 
expressly .Jrohibits reallocating revenue shortta:lls associated with 
short te~ontr~cts • 
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6. other noncore customers have not had. an opportunity 
to· negotiate contracts or bid. tor the range ot services the 
contracts offer SCE and SOG&E. 

7. SeE and. SOG&E have utility obligations which other, 
non-OEG customers do not have. 

8. The record does not demonstrate that the contracts 
are required in order to prevent uneconomic bypass or fuel
switching. 

9. The contract terms which permit portfolio switching 
are contrary to the rule which prohi~its portfolio switching and 
which applies to all other noncore customers. 

10. ~he contracts provide tor service priority tor 
significant volumes ot UEG gas whiehis higher than the priority' 
offered to coqenerators. 

11. Long-term contracts may be required 
uneconomic bypass or fuel switching~ 
'~nclusions of Lox 

1. Nothing' in this decision should be onstrued as a finding 
of reasonableness regarding SCE or SOG&E' aecisions to sign the 
subject contracts with SOCal. ~ 

2. 0.86-12-009 assumed that reVenue shortfalls trom long
term contracts may be allocated t~atepayers. Theretore, the 
Commission would be in complianJwith § 739.& it it alloe.ated 
revenue shortfalls assoeiated ith SoCal's contracts to' Socal 
customers. 

3. Section 739.6 wo' d not be v~olated it the Commission 
reallocated revenue sho falls resulting trom a long-term, contract 
to SoCal ratepayers it~he contract was required. to prevent harm to 
ratepayers resulting)'ro~ Significant revenue losses associated 

~~:_~:~~:~mic biotSS, because &ueh reolloeation was intended in 

4. Section/'39-. 6 would not be violated it' the Commission 
reallocated .revlue requirement between the res1c!entiaJ. 9'as .. 
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ratepayers of two regulated utilities, if that reallocation sought 
to· redress inequities between those two groups of ratepayers. 

5,. The application of § 739.6 is. not limited to situations 
whereby baseline rate design affects the rates of low-income 
customers. 

6. Section 454.4 requires that coqenerators are offered 
rates no higher than those offered by a gas utility t~UEG 
customers in the 9AS utility's service territory. 

7. Section 454.7 requires that coqenerators receive the 
highest possible priority for the purchase of natural gas. 

g. The waiver of the portfolio, switching ban 1s inconsistent 
with current Commission poliey and is thus unreasonable. 

9. The discounts offered in the contracts are not . " ,.".' 
"","'"1-1 reasonable.. .,.,,f'.:.,_ ..... 

10. The Commission should deny Socal's re~est~r approval 
of its long-term contracts with SCE and Soc;~'· 

11. ·The Commission should conside~roving a renegotiated 
contract between SOG&E and SoCal whl.~(l) does not ofter discounts 
(2) provides for some portion ~~~rm capacity to be recall&ble by 
the Commission (3) provides tot' the curtailment ot contract volumes 
before cogenerator vOlumes~d (4) does not waive the portfolio 
switching ban. They showfd also renegotiate the take-or-pay 
prOVisions of the cont:r~t and decide on the amount of firm 
capacity to be recall~ble by the Commission at a later date • 

• 11 
12. The Commzssion should consider approving a renegotiated t., 

contract between~CE and SoCal Which (1) does not otter discounts 
(2) provides for'some portion ot firm capacity to· be recallable by 
the commissionl(3) provides tor the curtailment of contract.volUlnes 

H , 
before cogenerator Volumes, and (4) does not waive the portfolio 

'" switChing: ban'. They shOUld also renegotiate the take-or-pa;r 
~ , . . 

provis.ions ·o'f the contract and decide on the .amount ot f:irm: 
't " capaci ty to .~ recallable by the. Commission,. at a later date .. ,. ,. . , 
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13. Xt the parties renegotiate their contracts pursuant to 
Conclusions of Law 12 and 13, SoCal shall file adviee letters 
seeking approval of the amende4 contracts. The a4vieeletter(s) 
should be filed within 90 days of the effective date of this order 
and should be served on all parties to this proceedinq. 

QRDIR 

IT- IS ORDERED that: 
1. Southern California Gas Company's (SOCal) request for 

approval of its contract with Southern CAlifornia Edison company 
(SCE) is denied. .~..---- . 

2.. Southern California Gas Company"s {So.ca-t)"';~quest tor ,. 
approval of its contraet with San Diego ~~and Eleetrie (SDG&E) is 
denied. / 

3.. SoCal may file for app:r:oVtl- of an advice letter which 
would establish the terms ana,g;di tiona ot an amenClt'.Id, contraet 
with SCE., the contract shal~ be amended pursuant to this deeision. 
The advice letter shall ~served on all parties, to this 
proceeding. ~ 

4. SoCal ma~ile for approval of an adviee letter which 
would establish tbe terms and conditions of an amended contract 
with SDG&E. ~h,(contraet shall be amended pursuant to this 
decision. thel'advice letter Shall l:>e: served:' on all parties to this 
proceedin~ . 

( 

~his ord.er is effective tOday.· 
Dated , at San Francisco, california. 
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